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Abstract

Requirements acquisition is one of the most important and least well supported parts of the software development process. The Requirements Apprentice (RA) will assist a human analyst in the creation and modification of software requirements. Unlike current requirements analysis tools, which assume a formal description language, the focus of the RA is on the boundary between informal and formal specifications. The RA is intended to support the earliest phases of creating a requirement, in which incompleteness, ambiguity, and contradiction are inevitable features.

From an artificial intelligence perspective, the central problem the RA faces is one of knowledge acquisition. It has to develop a coherent internal representation from an initial set of disorganized statements. To do so, the RA will rely on a variety of techniques, including dependency-directed reasoning, hybrid knowledge representation, and the reuse of common forms (clichés).

The Requirements Apprentice is being developed in the context of the Programmer’s Apprentice project, whose overall goal is the creation of an intelligent assistant for all aspects of software development.
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1. Introduction

The Programmer's Apprentice project uses the domain of programming as a vehicle for studying (and attempting to duplicate) human problem solving skills. Recognizing that it will be a long time before it is possible to fully duplicate human abilities in this domain, the near-term goal of the project is the development of a system, called the Programmer's Apprentice, which provides intelligent assistance in various phases of the programming task.

Viewed at the highest level, software development is a process that begins with the desires of an end user and ends with a program that can be executed on a machine. The first step of this process is traditionally called requirements acquisition, while the last step is called implementation. Figure 1 shows how the current and proposed demonstration systems in the Programmer's Apprentice project support these activities.

![Figure 1: Spectrum of software development activities.](image)

To date, most of the research in the Programmer's Apprentice project has focused on program implementation. This has resulted in the creation of a working demonstration system called the Knowledge-Based Editor in Emacs (KBEmacs) [62,63,64]. The principal benefit of KBEmacs is that it allows a programmer to construct a program rapidly and reliably by combining algorithmic fragments stored in a library. An additional benefit of the knowledge-based editing approach (not fully exploited in KBEmacs) is that it provides a basis for intelligent program modification and maintenance. The principal limitations of KBEmacs are that it has a narrow view of the programming process and weak reasoning abilities.

Currently, much of the effort in the Programmer's Apprentice project is being directed toward the construction of a new demonstration system which will have increased reasoning abilities and which will therefore be able to assist in a greater portion of the programming process. In particular, the new system will be able to detect many kinds of design errors which KBEmacs cannot detect. The new system will also be able to deduce implicit design decisions which follow from explicit decisions made by the user.

This proposal is to begin development of a Requirements Apprentice (RA), which will assist an analyst in the creation and modification of software requirements. The RA will eventually link up with the other parts of the Programmer's Apprentice, which are growing "up" from the implementation end of the spectrum. In the meantime, research on the RA establishes a second beachhead from which to attack the problem of automating the programming process. Requirements acquisition is an opportune place for such a beachhead because, like implementation (and unlike the middle parts of the programming process), it is constrained by contact with a real-world boundary.

Research on requirements acquisition is valuable for two reasons. From the perspective of artificial intelligence, it is a good domain in which to pursue fundamental questions related to
knowledge acquisition. From the perspective of software engineering, requirements acquisition is perhaps the most crucial part of the software process. Studies (e.g. [7]) indicate that errors in requirements are more costly than any other kind of error. Furthermore, requirements acquisition is not currently well supported by software tools.

The body of this proposal begins with a discussion of the requirements acquisition task. This discussion delineates the focus of research on the RA. Section 3 defines the fundamental artificial intelligence and software engineering research issues, namely: understanding the process by which informal descriptions evolve into formal specifications and codifying the knowledge which is used in software requirements. Section 4 is a scenario which illustrates the capabilities of the RA. Section 5 reviews the accomplishments of the Programmer’s Apprentice project to date with emphasis on those elements which contribute most directly to the RA, namely: hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning, codification of programming knowledge and principles for implementing intelligent computer assistants.

2. Focusing the Research

It is useful to distinguish different phases in the requirements acquisition process. The earliest phase usually takes the form of a "skull session", whose goal is achieving a consensus among a group of users about what they want. The requirements analyst's main role in this phase relies on his personal skills as a facilitator, perhaps with the aid of a team debriefing methodology, such as WISDM [34] or JAD [9]. The end product of this phase is typically an informal requirement.

Figure 2 (taken from [2]) shows an example of the informal requirement for a university library database. This particular requirement was used as a benchmark for comparing a number of different specification tools at the Second and Third Workshops on Software Specification and Design [2,24]. It is also used in this proposal as a basis for the scenario in Section 4.

Most work on software requirements tools (e.g. [5,11,12,17,21,35]) focuses on what is usually called the validation phase. The main goal of this part of the process is to increase confidence that a given requirement actually corresponds to the end user's desires. In current research approaches, this is achieved by applying simulation, symbolic execution, and various kinds of analysis to a formal specification. This work does not, however, address the key question of how a formal specification is constructed in the first place. For example, Kemmerer [21] begins by simply exhibiting the translation of the informal requirement of Figure 2 into the formal specification shown in Figure 3 (taken from [21]).

The focus of the RA is on bridging the gap between informal and formal specification. This is a crucial area of lack in the current state of the art. For example, it was reported at the Second Workshop on Software Specification and Design ([2], p. 107) that some of the greatest problems stemmed from "the process of completing the system analysis work needed to translate the informal specification into the appropriate input for the tools".

A second reason for focusing on the transition from informal to formal is that it brings up fundamental issues in artificial intelligence (see Section 3). As elsewhere in the Programmer's Apprentice project, there is an opportunity here both to apply current artificial intelligence
Consider a university library database. There are two types of users: normal borrowers and users with library staff status. The database transactions are:

1. Check out a copy of a book.
2. Return a copy of a book.
3. Add a copy of a book to the library.
4. Remove a copy of a book from the library.
5. Remove all copies of a book from the library.
6. Get a list of titles of books in the library by a particular author.
7. Find out what books are currently checked out by a particular borrower.
8. Find out what borrower last checked out a particular copy of a book.

These transactions have the following restrictions:

R1 - A copy of a book may be added or removed from the library only by someone with library staff status.

R2 - Library staff status is also required to find out which borrower last checked out a copy of a book.

R3 - A normal borrower may find out only what books he or she has checked out. However, a user with library staff status may find out what books are checked out by any borrower.

The requirements that the database must satisfy at all times are:

G1 - All copies in the library must be checked out or available for check out.

G2 - No copy of a book may be both checked out and available for check out.

G3 - A borrower may not have more than a given number of books checked out at any one time.

G4 - A borrower may not have more than one copy of the same book checked out at one time.

Figure 2: Example of an informal requirement (copyright (c) IEEE 1985).
techniques to a software engineering problem and to use a software engineering problem to drive further research in artificial intelligence.

Another key aspect of the RA is that it will contain an extensive library of knowledge about the particular domain of the requirement to be constructed. This is to be contrasted with, for example, a tool for the symbolic execution of a formal requirements language. Such a tool can do a lot to help identify problems with what is in a given requirement. However, it is not in a position to say very much about what might be missing from the requirement. Having specific knowledge about what should be in the requirements associated with a particular domain makes it possible for a tool like the RA to critique what is not in a requirement as well as what is in the requirement.

The current research with goals most similar to the RA is the KATE [13] system. Fickas has proposed an interactive system which will provide assistance over the entire requirements acquisition process. To make this feasible, Fickas intends to rely heavily on exploiting a particular example domain (conference planning).

Interaction with the RA

Figure 4 shows the role of the RA in relation to other agents involved in the software process. Note that the RA does not interact directly with an end user, but is an assistant to the requirements analyst. The RA also serves as a bridge between the requirements analyst and the system designer.

End User <----- Analyst <----- RA <----- System Designer

Figure 4: Role of the RA.

The main benefit of excluding direct interaction with the end user is that it avoids having to deal with the complexity of natural language input. Free-form natural language input would be essential for interaction with a naive end user. An analyst, however, should have no trouble using a more restrictive command language. Natural language understanding is a major research area in its own right, which is, by and large, independent of the central issues in building the RA.

Output of the RA

In current practice, the end product of requirements acquisition is typically a single written document which is produced by the analyst and used both by the end user (for validation) and by the system designer (as the starting point for design). Using the RA, the essential end product of the requirements acquisition process is a machine-manipulable representation of the requirement inside the RA. In the long term, this internal representation will be accessed directly by other tools and components of the Programmer's Apprentice. In the short term, this information will be used to answer queries and to generate various documents for the requirements analyst, the end user, and the system designer. An advantage of the RA approach is that different organizations of the information can be produced, tailored to the different needs of the end user, the analyst, and the designer. Examples of the kinds of documents generated by the RA are shown in the scenario below.
Figure 3: Formal Ina Jo\textsuperscript{1} requirement corresponding to Figure 2

\textcopyright{} (c) IEEE 1985.

---

\textsuperscript{1} Trademark of System Development Corporation, a Burroughs Company.
The documents generated by the RA could take many forms. They could be textual, rendered in a formal specification language, or diagrammatic. In the near term, effort will focus on the producing more or less traditional textual presentations of requirements. Since many software projects are contractually obligated to provide documents of this form, automatically generating (and re-generating) such documents will be a valuable near-term feature of the RA.

It is important not to focus too early in the development of the RA on designing a new formal specification or diagrammatic language. As with natural language understanding, it is not because these areas are unimportant, but rather because they are largely orthogonal to many of the key issues underlying the RA, and therefore can be temporarily side-stepped. Experience with other parts of the Programmer's Apprentice has demonstrated the benefits of concentrating first on designing an internal representation (see the Plan Calculus [49,51]) that is well suited for automated reasoning and other manipulations.

It is useful, however, as a check on the semantic adequacy of an internal representation, to demonstrate the ability to produce output in an existing language. (In the case of the Plan Calculus, we demonstrated the production of source code in Lisp and Ada.) A research milestone will therefore be to produce the formal specification shown in Figure 3 from an interaction similar to the scenario in Section 4.

3. Fundamental Issues

Research on the RA brings up two fundamental issues in knowledge acquisition. The first issue is informality and the process by which informal descriptions evolve into formal specifications. The second issue is the role and specific content of prior knowledge of the common structures (clichés) of a domain.

In the area of knowledge acquisition, the work most similar to the RA has been concerned with providing automated assistance for acquiring new rules for expert systems. Most systems, such as Teiresias [10] and Seek [28], are limited to fairly simple well-formedness and consistency checking. Other systems, such as KLAUS [18] and ROGET [6] provide for the acquisition of new concepts and vocabulary.

Informality

On the issue of informality, the RA continues in the tradition of the SAFE project [3]. Balzer, Goldman and Wile were the first to argue that informality is an inevitable (and ultimately desirable) feature of the specification process. They began by studying actual natural language software specifications, cataloging the kinds of informality they found. At the end of the project, the SAFE prototype system succeeded in automatically producing a formal specification (in the language AP2) from a pre-parsed informal natural language specification for a number of examples.

The following is a list of general features that characterize informal communication between a speaker (e.g. an end user) and hearer (e.g. an analyst). These features are based on the discussion in [3] and an initial study of the informal requirement in Figure 2.
Abbreviation — Special terms (jargon) are used. The hearer is assumed to have a large amount of specific knowledge which explains the terms.

Ambiguity — Statements can be interpreted in several different ways. The hearer has to disambiguate these statements based on the surrounding context.

Poor Ordering — Statements are presented in the order they occur to the speaker, rather than in an order that would be convenient for the hearer. The hearer needs to hold many questions in abeyance until later statements answer them.

Incompleteness — Aspects of the description are left out. The hearer has to fill in these gaps by using his own knowledge or asking questions.

Contradiction — Statements which are true in the main are liable to be contradictory in detail. This reflects the fact that the speaker has not thought things out completely.

Inaccuracy — For a variety of reasons, some of the statements are simply wrong.

These kinds of informalities are not a matter of the speaker being lazy or incompetent. Informality is an essential part of the human thought process. It is part of a powerful debugging strategy for dealing with complexity, which shows up in many problem solving domains: Start with an almost-right description and then incrementally modify it until it is acceptable [32]. Thus, having the RA deal with informality is not just a question of being user friendly — it is a fundamental prerequisite.

One of the goals of research on the RA is to elaborate the initial characterization of informality given above, and to develop strategies and heuristics for removing these features from informal requirements.

The RA will differ from SAFE in several respects. First, the interface to the RA further separates natural language understanding from the essential informality issues. Although parentheses were added manually to the English input to avoid parsing difficulties, SAFE still attempted to deal with a number of other natural language phenomena, such as pronouns, which are better dealt with in other research.

Second, although the SAFE work points to the importance of domain knowledge in resolving informality, it lacks the notion of clichés as a way of representing, organizing, and applying this knowledge. Finally, SAFE is an automatic batch system, whereas the RA is an interactive assistant.

Clichés

Expert engineers rarely construct complex artifacts (automobiles, electronic circuits, or requirements specifications) by starting from first principles. Rather, they bring to the task their previous experience, in the form of knowledge of the commonly occurring structures (combinations of the primitives) in the domain. The term cliché is used here to refer to these commonly occurring structures. In normal usage, the word cliché has a pejorative sound that connotes overuse and a lack of creativity. However, in the context of engineering problem solving, this kind of reuse is a positive feature.

Knowledge of the relevant clichés is essential for effective communication on any topic. There
is ample evidence that, in general, it is difficult, if not impossible, to acquire new knowledge unless one already has a large amount of relevant old knowledge. Imagine trying to communicate the requirements for an inventory control system to a person who knows nothing about either information systems or inventories.

Notions similar to the cliche idea appear in software engineering in the work of Arango and Freeman [1] (domain models), Harandi and Young [19] (design templates), and Lavi [22] (generic models); and in artificial intelligence in the work of Minsky [25,26] (frames, concept germs), Schank [30] (conceptual structures), and Chapman [38] (cognitive clichés).

Formally, a cliche consists of a set of roles embedded in an underlying matrix. The roles of a cliche are the parts that vary from one use of the cliche to the next. The matrix of the cliche contains both fixed elements of structure (parts that are present in every occurrence) and constraints. Constraints are used both to check that the parts that fill the roles in a particular occurrence are consistent, and also to compute parts to fill empty roles in a partially specified occurrence.

Requirements Clichés

A major goal of research on the RA is the codification of clichés in the domain of software requirements. This codification will include both clichés of broad applicability, like the three examples discussed below, and more specific clichés in several application areas. Such a taxonomy would be valuable even if it only existed as a textual handbook for use by a human analyst. An important benefit of orienting the RA around the use of clichés is that domain-specific knowledge can be provided as data, rather than built into the system. New domains can be covered by defining new clichés.

The importance of domain-specific knowledge is a theme which the RA shares with the PHI-NIX [4] and DRACO [27] projects. Neither of these projects, however, focuses on supporting informality.

Three examples of requirements clichés used in the RA scenario in Section 4 are: repository, information system, and tracking system. A repository is an entity in the physical world. The repository cliche has a number of roles including: the items which are stored in the repository, the place where the items are stored, the staff which manages the repository, and the users which utilize the repository. The basic function of a repository is to ensure that items which enter the repository will be available for later removal.

There are a variety of physical constraints which apply to repositories. For example, since each item has a physical existence, it can only be in one place at a time and therefore must either be in the repository or not.

There are several kinds of repositories. Simple repositories merely take in items and then give them out. A more complex kind of repository supports the lending of items, which are expected to be returned. Another dimension of variation concerns the items themselves. The items may be unrelated or they may be grouped into classes. Example repositories include: storage warehouses (simple repositories for unrelated items) grocery stores (simple repositories for items grouped in
classes) and rental car agencies (lending repositories for items grouped in classes).

In contrast to the repository cliché, the information system cliché describes a class of programs rather than a class of physical objects. The intent of the information system cliché is to capture the commonality between programs such as personnel systems, bibliographic data bases, and inventory control systems.

The central role of an information system is the information schema. This is a meta-description which specifies the logical characteristics of the data to be stored. Since information system is a requirements cliché rather than an implementation cliché, these characteristics do not include how the data is physically organized in storage.

Other roles of an information system include: a set of transactions which can create/modify/delete the data, a set of reports which display parts of the data, integrity constraints on the data, a staff which manage the information system, and users which utilize the information system.

At a more detailed level, the information system cliché contains information about timing, security, error checking, and the like. For example, it has information about how to restrict access for different classes of users and how to check for and deal with errors in data entry.

A tracking system is a specialized kind of information system which keeps track of the state of a physical object. The roles of a tracking system are the same as the roles of an information system, with the addition of one new role: the target being tracked.

The target object is assumed to have a (possibly complex) state and to be subject to various physical operations which can modify this state. The information in the tracking system describes the state of the target object. The transactions modify this information to reflect changes in the target’s state.

The main content of the tracking system cliché is a set of constraints which relate roles of the information system part of the cliché to the target role. For example, the constraints can be used to derive the information schema from a description of the possible states of the target. Similarly, an appropriate set of transactions can be derived from the operations applicable to the target. In addition, any physical constraints on the target become integrity constraints on the information system.

There are several kinds of tracking systems. A tracking system may follow several targets instead of just one. A tracking system may keep a history of past states of the target. A tracking system may operate based on direct observations of the state of the target or based on observations of operations on the target. Finally, a tracking system may participate in controlling the operations on the target, rather than merely observing them. Example tracking systems include: aircraft tracking systems (which track multiple targets based on direct observations of their position) and inventory control systems (which track a repository based on observations of operations which modify its contents and often exercise some control over what can be given out to whom.)
4. Scenario

To make the proposed capabilities of the RA more concrete, the following presents a scenario of how the system will interact with a requirements analyst. The scenario is based on the library database example published in [2] (reproduced in Figure 2 above). This example has the virtue of being familiar enough to be easily understood by the general reader. It deals with a requirement for a university library data base system, which keeps track of who has borrowed which books. (This scenario is based on a thesis proposal by Reubenstein [47]).

Before the scenario begins, it is important to set the scene by describing what the RA is expected to know beforehand. We assume that the RA knows nothing about libraries per se. The RA does, however, know a considerable amount about the general kinds of systems of which the library data base is an instance. Specifically, the RA knows about repositories, information systems, and tracking systems, as described in the previous section.

In a given situation, the RA could have either more or less relevant knowledge beforehand. The level of knowledge in this scenario was chosen in order to illustrate a useful middle ground. On one hand, if the RA knew significantly more than what is postulated above (e.g., if it had a cliché for a library database), then the interaction between the analyst and the RA would look very much like using an application generator. Although the RA would, of course, be very useful in this mode, such a scenario would not do a good job of showing the way the RA is typically intended to be used.

On the other hand, if the RA were missing any of the clichés discussed above, then the analyst would have to say too much. In particular, he would have to describe the missing clichés. Although the RA would still be usable in this mode, it is unlikely that any tool which seeks to dramatically improve the productivity and reliability of the requirements acquisition process can do so without a rich store of prior knowledge.

Since the user interface to the RA has not been fully designed, the interactions in this scenario are intended to illustrate the major features of this interface without being overly specific about details. For instance, input typed by the analyst will be shown in simple English (after the prompt "> "). However, as discussed earlier, the RA will not support unrestricted natural language input. A stylized command language will be provided which supports the necessary semantic content illustrated in the scenario, but not the same degree of syntactic flexibility.

Finally, note that several errors have intentionally been introduced into what the analyst says in the scenario. The particular errors chosen may or may not appear plausible to particular readers. However, large numbers of errors are made during the creation of a typical requirement (most of which look pretty stupid in retrospect). The errors introduced here were chosen to illustrate the capabilities of the RA to detect and help correct errors in general.

Beginning the Requirement

With the commands shown below, an analyst begins the process of using the RA to construct a requirement. Note in the first command that new terms, such as the name LIBDB, are introduced in quotes. The second command gives the overall structure of the desired system. The third and fourth commands define the terms library and copy of a book.
>Begin a requirement for a system called "LIBDB".
>LIBDB is a tracking system which tracks a "library".
>A library is a repository for "copies of books".
>A copy of a book has the properties:
>    title - a text string,
>    author - a person's name,
>    ISBN number - a unique alphanumeric key.

The net effect of a sequence of commands such as the one above is to augment the information contained in the RA's internal representation of the evolving requirement. This new information comes from three fundamentally different sources: explicit statements, clichés, and inferences.

After the four commands above, almost all of what the RA knows comes from the combination of the tracking system and repository clichés. In particular, an instance of the tracking system cliché is built with a library (an instance of the repository cliché) in the target role. Since the state of a repository is the collection of items it contains (in this case, copies of books), the constraints in the tracking system cliché are used to derive an information schema that provides fields for the three properties listed above for copies of books. Also based on the constraints in the tracking system cliché, an expectation is created within the RA that a set of transactions for LIBDB will be defined corresponding to the typical operations on a repository.

Note that the new terms LIBDB, library, and copy of a book are far from fully defined at this point. They are both incomplete and ambiguous. They are incomplete because many roles remain to be filled in. They are ambiguous because it is not yet clear which kind of tracking system LIBDB is or which kind of repository a library is. Since incompleteness and ambiguity are inevitable during the early stages of constructing a requirement, the RA refrains from complaining at this point. It accepts information and performs inferences on a "catch as catch can" basis. However, if requested, the RA can produce a list of currently unresolved issues (see Figure 5) and can guide the analyst in finishing the requirement.

Textual Displays

Output from the RA comes in two forms. First there are direct statements to the analyst, for example, describing a contradiction that has been discovered. The primary form of output, however, is textual displays generated from parts of the RA’s internal representation of the evolving requirement. One kind of display corresponds to viewing sections of a requirements document. Other displays consist of various outlines and summaries.

The default response of the RA to commands from the analyst is to create a textual display which summarizes the major effect of the commands. The analyst can request the generation of other kinds of displays.

The state of the RA’s default display after the four commands above is shown in Figure 5. The top part of the display shows the table of contents of the requirement as a whole. The bottom part of the display shows the purpose section which would be generated if a requirements document were to be created at this point in the scenario. The bottom of the purpose section summarizes, at an appropriately high level, the main points in the requirement which are currently unresolved.
1. Introduction
   1.1 Purpose
   1.2 Scope
   1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
   1.4 References
   1.5 Overview
2. General Description
   2.1 Product Perspective
   2.2 Product Functions
   2.3 User Characteristics
   2.4 General Constraints
   2.5 Assumptions and Dependencies
3. Specific Requirements
   3.1 Functional Requirements
      3.1.1 Transactions
      3.1.2 Reports
   3.2 External Interface Requirements
   3.3 Performance Requirements
   3.4 Design Constraints
   3.5 Attributes
      3.6.1 Security
      3.6.2 Error handling

1.1 Purpose
The LIBDB system is a tracking system which tracks a library. A library is a repository for copies of books. LIBDB records information about the title, author, and ISBN number of the copies of books in the library. Transactions are supported for tracking what happens to the repository. Reports are provided for obtaining information about the copies of books in the library.

Unresolved issues:
What kind of tracking system is LIBDB?
What kind of repository is a library?
What transactions are supported?
What reports are generated?

Figure 5: Textual Display Generated by the RA.
An important function of the displays is to focus attention. When the RA generates a display, it naturally focuses the analyst’s attention on the information it contains. When the analyst requests a display, the RA can use the context of the display to disambiguate ensuing commands.

The structure of the requirement would vary based on the needs of the organization using the RA. (Figure 5 conforms to the ANSI/IEEE requirements document Standard 830-1984 [20].) The structure of the requirement also varies based on the top level clichés being used in the requirement. (In Figure 5 the choice of detail sections such as 3.1.1 are dictated by the tracking system cliché.)

Although the first part of the purpose section in Figure 5 is shown in connected English sentences, most of the output generated by the RA is expected to look more like the point-form listing of unresolved issues. As in the case of understanding free-flowing English input, the syntactic aspects of good English are not a key concern here. What is important is deciding what to say, for example, choosing the appropriate level of detail (as in [33]).

At one extreme, the RA could assume that the reader has a complete understanding of every cliché. At the other extreme, the RA could describe every cliché used in full detail. The first approach is unwarranted. The second approach would lead to a document which is too large and is likely to be too redundant with what the reader does know. As illustrated here, the RA will attempt to take a middle course, reminding the reader of the various clichés used, but not giving the complete details of each cliché unless asked.

Defining Transactions

The next set of commands begin the definition of the transactions to be supported by LIBDB. The analyst first directs the RA’s attention to the topic of transactions by moving to the transactions subsection of the document. He then describes the check out transaction.

> Display the transactions subsection.
> The "check out" transaction tracks the removal of a copy of a book.

The key term in the second command is removal. Removal is one of the standard operations supported by a repository, i.e., taking an item out of the repository and giving it to a user of the repository. Constraints in the tracking system cliché have already generated the expectation of a corresponding transaction. This command gives this transaction a name (check out) and triggers its inclusion in the requirement. Another consequence of this command is that the RA infers that LIBDB is a tracking system based on observations of operations on the target, rather than on direct observations of its state.

The effect of the two commands above on the display is illustrated by Figure 6. Most of the information in Figure 6 comes from the repository cliché via the constraints in the tracking system cliché. The bottom of Figure 6 lists a number of issues which still need to be resolved.
3.1.1.1 Check Out

The "check out" transaction tracks the removal of a copy of a book from the library.

OUTPUTS: none.
PRECONDITIONS: The input must be in the roster of copies of books which are in the library.
EFFECT ON THE INFORMATION STORE: The input is removed from the roster of copies of books which are in the library.
UNUSUAL EVENTS: If the input is not in the roster of copies of books which are in the library, then the information system is inconsistent with the state of the repository. A notation is made in the error log. The inconsistency is alleviated by leaving the input out of the roster of copies of books which are in the library.
USAGE RESTRICTIONS: none.

Unresolved issues:
Should historical record keeping be added?
Should checking of user validity be added?
Should checking of staff member validity be added?

Figure 6: Textual Display of the Check Out Transaction.

Fixing an Error

With the next set of commands, the analyst continues on the topic of transactions. Note the use of the term inverse to define the return transaction. In the repository cliché, the operation of adding an item into the repository is defined to be the inverse of removing an item. Therefore, the first command below triggers the generation of a transaction that tracks the addition of a book.

> The "return" transaction is the inverse of check out.
> The "add" transaction tracks the addition of a copy of a book.

Potential problem:
The add transaction is exactly the same as the return transaction.

The command defining the add transaction provokes an immediate complaint from the RA (shown in italics), because it defines adding a copy of a book to be exactly the same as returning a copy of a book. This contradicts the RA's expectation that new terms should not be synonymous with old terms unless explicitly declared to be so. The analyst does not have to deal with this problem immediately — he could go on to other things leaving the problem pending. In this case, however, he decides to deal with the problem right away.

In order to begin the process of tracking down the source of the problem, the analyst asks the RA to present a trace of the chain of inference which led to the immediate manifestation of the problem. Many of the issues involved in tracking down the ultimate source of a bug in a requirement are similar to those of bug localization in programs [31,54]. For example, filtering has to be applied to restrict the set of all logically necessary premises to the likely candidates for retraction in the current context. In the explanation below, the RA does not include the fact that
LIBDB is a tracking system, because this is not likely to be retracted at this point.

> Explain the problem.

1. The add transaction is exactly the same as the return transaction. 
   Because:
   2. The add transaction tracks the addition of a copy of a book.
   3. The return transaction tracks the addition of a copy of a book.
   Because:
   4. The check out transaction tracks the removal of a copy of a book.
   5. The return transaction is the inverse of the check out transaction.

Studying this explanation, the analyst realizes that he made an error earlier in the definition of check out. Checking out a book does not correspond to removing it from the repository, but rather to borrowing it from the repository. With the commands below, the analyst corrects the error by redefining the check out transaction.

> Retract (4).
> The check out transaction tracks the borrowing of a copy of a book.

Note: The return transaction now tracks the return of copy of a book to a lending repository.

Since statement (5) was not retracted, the return transaction is still the inverse of check out, which implies that the return transaction now tracks the return of a copy of a book. In addition, the RA has inferred that a library is a lending repository, which resolves an outstanding ambiguity.

Fixing a Conceptual Confusion

The scenario continues below with the definition of two transactions related to removing items from the library.

> The "remove" transaction tracks the removal of a copy of a book.
> The "remove all" transaction tracks the removal of every copy of a book.

Potential problem:
The term every suggests that copies of books are members of classes. If this is not the case, then the remove all transaction is exactly the same as the remove transaction.

The second command above brings to the surface a conceptual confusion which has been buried in the requirement thus far. By using the word every, the analyst suggests that the remove all transaction corresponds to removing all instances of a class of items from the library. This is a standard operation on repositories which contain classes of items rather than unrelated items. However, the requirement thus far does not include a class-instance relationship for the library.

On seeing the RA's response, the analyst (assumedly in consultation with the end user) thinks a bit more about books and realizes that what were originally defined as the properties of a copy of a book should really be properties of a class called book. A copy of a book is then an instance of a particular class of books. He informs the RA below of this conceptual change. Among other
things, this removes the last element of ambiguity as to what kind of repository a library is.

> Book is a class with properties previously defined for copy of a book.
> Redefine a copy of a book to be an instance of a book.
> A copy of a book has the property:
  copy number - a number unique within the class.

This conceptual reorganization is propagated by the RA throughout the requirement. One effect of the reorganization is to reveal that remove and remove all are indeed distinct transactions. In addition, there are a number of other changes. For example, the first input to the check out transaction is changed from an ISBN number to a pair of an ISBN number and a copy number.

Defining a Report

The next section of the scenario illustrates a different mode of interaction between the analyst and the RA, in which direct editing of the textual display is used for input. Direct editing has two advantages, both of which have been confirmed by experience with the similar interface to KBEmacs [46,62]. First, it is an essential escape mechanism, which makes it possible for the analyst to add information to the requirement that is beyond the RA's capability to understand. Second, even when information can be provided through the use of RA commands, it is often more convenient to provide it by direct editing.

> Display the reports subsection.
> Add a report called "books checked out to user".

In contrast to transactions, reports come in such a wide variety that the tracking system cliché does not have very much specific information about any individual report. As a result, the effect of the second command above is simply to insert a template of headings in a new subsection of the reports display. The analyst defines the new report by directly editing the textual display, supplying the information after each heading. The top part of Figure 7 shows the state of the display after the analyst has finished editing it (underlining indicates sections typed by the analyst).

When the analyst has completed his editing, the RA analyzes the result. The success of the analysis depends on the extent to which the RA has clichés which explain the terms used by the analyst. When terms are understood, the text is converted to an internal representation. When terms are not understood, the text is merely stored as is. In this case, the RA is assumed to understand all the important terms in Figure 7. For example, it knows what a due date is and that items lent from repositories often have due dates associated with them; it knows about sorting things by date; and it knows that having no items to report is a standard unusual event associated with reports. Given an understanding of these terms, the RA's analysis reveals a number of issues which still need to be resolved. These are summarized by the RA in the bottom part of Figure 7.
3.1.2.1 Books Checked Out To User

The report "books checked out to user" lists all of the books lent to a given user.

INPUTS: identifier of a user.
PRECONDITIONS: input must be a valid user.
REPORTED ITEMS: set of C: copy of a book, such that C is checked out to input.
REPORTED INFORMATION: title of C, author of C, copy number of C, due date of C.
SORT ORDER: by due date.
HEADING: "Books Checked Out To" input.
UNUSUAL EVENTS: If no items to report, print "No books borrowed".
USAGE RESTRICTIONS:

Unresolved issues:
- How is user identifier validity checked?
- What should be done if a user identifier is invalid?

Figure 7: Direct Editing of a Report Definition.

Following analysis, the RA also propagates the information it understands to other relevant parts of the requirement. For example, the information schema for LIBDB is extended to include due dates and a checked-out-to relation between copies of books and users. This in turn indicates that the check out transaction must take a user identifier as a second input.

Finishing the Requirement

With the addition of a number of commands similar to the ones above, the analyst could enter all of the information in the informal requirement in Figure 2. The analyst might then assert that the requirement was finished. This would cause the RA to check the requirement for completeness and to complain about a number of issues. For example, much more needs to be said about the users and staff and how they are identified. The RA would also complain that there is no transaction for entering a book into the library and therefore no way to initialize the system. Once all of these issues were resolved, the analyst could request that the RA produce a complete requirements document.

Observations on the Scenario

The scenario above illustrates that use of the RA can improve both productivity and the quality of the requirement produced. These benefits stem from three essential features of the RA, which act together synergistically: clichés, propagation of information, and contradiction detection.

Clichés directly improve productivity by allowing reuse of parts of requirements from project to project. Propagation of information improves productivity by allowing the analyst to provide each piece of information just once, at the point which is most convenient. The RA copies this information to other places where it is relevant.

Contradiction detection improves the quality of the final requirement. This is facilitated by the fact that most errors cause a number of contradictions — the RA only needs to be able to find one
of them to recognize that there is an error. The use of clichés contributes to contradiction detection because of the large amount of predefined information, which is attached to them. Propagating information further increases the number of opportunities to find contradictions.

Two important facilities that are not illustrated in the scenario above are an interface for the analyst to use to familiarize himself with the available clichés and a mechanism for defining new clichés. The RA will have a "browsing" facility which will allow an analyst to inspect the cliché library. As in KBEmacs, a textual representation will be provided for clichés so that they can be easily inspected and defined. However, it should be noted that defining a major cliché, such as information system or repository, is a difficult task akin to writing the definitive paper on the subject. The typical analyst is expected to define only simple clichés, leaving the definition of major clichés to expert analysts who specialize in the construction of clichés.

5. Accomplishments to Date

Research on the RA will be pursued within the context of the Programmer's Apprentice project. Accomplishments of the project to date include theoretical work and demonstration systems in the areas of:

- Representation of programming knowledge [48,49,52]
- Automated reasoning techniques [43,51,53,55,56,57]
- Knowledge-based program editing [62,63,64]
- Principles for implementing intelligent computer assistants [39,46]
- Automated program analysis [60,61,68]
- Program translation [41,42,65]
- Debugging [45,54]
- Documentation [40,44,59,67]
- Program testing [37]
- Program transformation [58]

Although many extensions will be necessary, this work provides an intellectual platform upon which to build the RA. Three elements of the research to date that will contribute most directly toward building the RA are: a hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning system (Cake), codification of programming clichés, and principles for implementing intelligent computer assistants.

Hybrid Knowledge Representation and Reasoning

Historically, there have been two major approaches to knowledge representation and reasoning. One approach has emphasized the use of predicate calculus and general purpose theorem proving techniques. The other approach, partly in reaction to the difficulty of general purpose theorem proving, has emphasized special purpose representations and reasoning methods tailored to the structure of particular problem domains.

Experience in the Programmer's Apprentice project with reasoning about programs suggests
that both types of techniques are needed. Special purpose representations and associated algorithms are essential in order to avoid the uncontrollable combinatorial explosions which often occur in predicate calculus based reasoning systems. On the other hand, predicate calculus reasoning is very valuable when used, under strict control, as the "glue" between inferences made in different special purpose representations. A hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning system, called Cake [43,51,53] has been implemented. It supports several different kinds of special purpose reasoning layered on top of a simple, general purpose, predicate calculus based reasoning system. Figure 8 shows the layers of the Cake system that are most relevant to the RA.

```
FRAMES
TYPES
ALGEBRA
EQUALITY
TRUTH MAINTENANCE
```

Figure 8: Layers of Cake.

The bottommost layer of Cake, truth maintenance, is essentially the boolean constraint propagation network from RUP [23]. It provides three principal facilities. First, it acts as a recording medium for dependencies, and thus supports retraction and explanation. (The explanation in the scenario using Because is a presentation of dependency information.) Second, it performs simple "one-step" deductions — specifically, unit propositional resolution. (This will provide the propagation of information illustrated in the scenario.) Third, the truth maintenance layer detects contradictions. Contradictions are represented explicitly in such a way that reasoning can continue with other information not involved in the contradiction. (This allows the RA to let the analyst postpone dealing with problems.)

The equality layer of Cake provides an incremental congruence closure facility, also taken from RUP. Given any two terms, the equality layer will determine whether they can be proved equal by substitution of equals using the set of currently true equalities between terms. (Reasoning about equality between transactions is invoked several times in the scenario to detect potential problems.)

The algebra layer of Cake is composed of special-purpose decision procedures for common algebraic properties of operators, such as commutativity, associativity, transitivity, inverses, and so on. These properties come up everywhere in formal modeling tasks. (In the scenario, the return transaction is defined as the inverse of check out.)

The types layer of Cake provides a full lattice of subtypes, with intersection, union and complement types. The notion of types is a basic facility used in all knowledge representation and formal specification systems. (At the end of the scenario, books are defined as types, of which a copy of a book is an instance.)

Finally, the frames layer, which is built using facilities from many of the layers below, supports the conventional frame notions of slots, instances, and inheritance. These facilities will be used in the RA as the basis for representing clichés and organizing the cliché library.

In the area of the applying knowledge representation techniques to software requirements, an important first step was the RML language of Greenspan [15]. Knowledge representation and
requirements specification have a shared concern with modeling slices of the real world. Along with Mylopoulos and Borgida [8,16], Greenspan has begun the task of bringing together these two disciplines. The RA can be viewed as continuing this work into the inferencing, contradiction detection, and other dynamic issues not yet addressed in RML.

**Programming Clichés**

Study of the form and content of programming clichés is at the heart of the Programmer's Apprentice project. This aspect of the research has progressed in alternating cycles of codification and formalization, beginning with Waters' identification [60,61] of common loop forms, followed by Rich's formalization [48] of several hundred clichés in the area of manipulating symbolic data structures (sets, sequences, lists and graphs), and continuing with Wertheimer's codification [66] of the programming clichés used to build deduction-based programs, such as production systems, constraint propagation, GPS, and Prolog.

An important part of Rich's work was the development of organizing principles for a library of clichés using the notions of specialization, extension, and implementation. The KBEmacs system [62] demonstrates how clichés are used in program construction. Zelinka [68] has developed a system for automatically recognizing programming clichés, using graph parsing techniques developed by Brotsky [36].

Research on the Programmer's Apprentice has resulted in considerable experience representing and using clichés. Although requirements clichés are somewhat different in nature than programming clichés (they have more constraints and less fixed structure), it appears that the same principles [52] carry over. The formal representation must have enough expressive power to capture the variety of possible clichés. The properties of combinations of clichés must be easy to compute. There must be a sound semantic foundation to allow for formal verification of libraries of clichés. The representation must not be too closely tied to the syntax of any particular programming/specification language.

**Intelligent Computer Assistants**

When it is not possible to construct a fully automatic system for a task, it is, nevertheless, often possible to construct a system which can assist an expert in the task. In addition to yielding useful systems in the short run, the assistant approach can also provide important insights into how to construct a fully automatic system.

Work on KBEmacs and related systems has lead to the development of a set of design principles for intelligent computer assistants (see [39,46]). A computer assistant should be non-invasive: when not providing help, it should not present the user with constant reminders of its presence. A computer assistant should be non-prescriptive: it is up to the assistant to conform to the user's methods, not vice versa. A computer assistant should maintain partial state: the user may wish to be working on several aspects of the project at once; the system should not force him to finish one subproblem before beginning another. These principles are equally applicable to the RA, and are embodied in the scenario above.
The intelligent computer assistant approach taken in the RA is consistent with the approach recommended in the Knowledge-Based Software Assistant report [14]. In particular, the RA is based on the view that even if the software process cannot be totally automated at this time, it should be totally machine-mediated. The RA also assumes an evolutionary view of the software lifecycle. Some of the short term goals of the requirements facet of the Software Assistant are currently being worked on at Sanders Associates [29]. The RA begins to address the longer term goals laid out in the report.
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